
EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 
ADONIS '\. _ _ f' _ .l. , ~ .:.-0-<' 

~~~ \.._(!)~~~ ~ :::;:,.-.~ ,o~- o 
:":Ko v 0--~ b~. 

~°'<..<..... c...~ .....s;;-.0 
.~ ";:;; . 

~~~ - ~ C>"'~~ 
\Voooooooooooooosh! 

The sky was turning violet, which meant it was.a GIC.litne' for Adonis to venture 9Yt iRle 

~outside werltl and feel rel~ely comfortable. There was still some daylight, but it was dark 

~'- -;,~G..00~ ~~~ .s; 9',c:..>-
enough fei b1s £.ace co appear ;n~adcw from any distant onlooker. Of course, it helped that he 

w~<?...,\~Ag..A.i.s..hlack denim1, black boots~ -:iack T-shirt.tu1El ako\t\is faded purple Lakers hat 
~,r...~'t.''b -< 

with the brim I6W-to0W~face, castief..even more shadow over.f.he majerit')' efthe scarring. If he~~(l(\~o~ 
'f\O\\ti."b ~\.-<'C' • ~ • ~ ~\)> 

was seeR;-tt wouldn't save heeA a big deal, but - after years of star~ e'drath r not I e:nr-

more pain. ~~:st blend into the darkness and.pre~nd that his face was like everybody 

else's. 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

He hugged his leather case tight into his i~r armpit while he hiked through the 

remaining clumps of chaparral and dusty, yellow silt. ~n,\J\e gripped the familiar metal rung 

that he noticed was ac~y starting to-s:t rusty; and then he climbed his way up the giant, 

~15"'>~«-'b (.\\"<-'~"), 
metallic letter. The wind b@eam~~r as he.get higher up ir:t altitude; the Pacific Ocean 

~ ~c;ic'd unusually~this particular evening, but then he realized t~t it was Santa 

~~ Ana season;md1 t wasn't a . from the ocean he was feeling, but the angry winds from the 

desert. 

He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather case and -taek a !Colt; -

b~ly nestl~ himself inside the letter·s inner elbow. He had o,zy been sitting on thi~\~ ~~~~ 
(''1.'r ~ 

particular letter for about a year now; before that, he would have been inside the very first 0 . ¥> ~<.~ ,.,, 
~ ~~...., 

However, he moved from the 0 to the L when a bench was built into the horizontal part of the j? ~t..\~ 
~ -f-\Q(~Co~()"">.-~\o · ~~ 

latter letter, so that it wa& easier to tak@ a seat. \Vith the approval of the Hollywood Sign Trust, a 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT-BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 
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called "The Lonely Bachelor". Adonis hadn't ~e ag6al s , 

replayed on the Inside Entertainment News Network Motlier always watched. It was a .~ big 

production shot from all sorts of angles, including a helicopter camera flying over Mount Lee. 

--1 ~ '>~~<.( ~) 
~ some guy named Rod or Grant or Blake - something like that - and a girl named 

Brittany who spoke like she had j~ sucked in a balloon-full of helium. They were sitting right 

on the ' L' sharing stories about what it was like when they first came to Hollywood. Then they 

. . ~ ~~~ Q.(\k'b 
congratulated each other for bemg brave enough to follow their dreams.and-they ended the scene 

with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. The whole thing made Adonis' soul want to vomi~and the 

first time he sat on the 'L', he made sure to bring so'\¢" antiseptic spray and s~ rags and hc~O 

washfd' 'lff'the bench before he sat .. ~t so he c\iot:i!dn' t get any ~el'ffi5 frem tbose Ri!alit, 'fV 

In fact, the only good thing to come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on-

the Sigtt, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to MvWtgaze down .tf .a~~ 
that he 1'ated because it-had done nothmfl3~ll*' him up 8!!d spit him o~~t ~somehow n..,.. 

·,~ ('J.R.~~ c:.\'~"- ~'-'~ \.)'\Q.,('\WV'b ~o\.)l\C_. 
loved at t:he-s:muc ame. He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he v,ras g01Rg ta. He ~ 

~b \6 -~\;)~~\<\ck· 
had the lFimate p)a11._ - ~ " 

. ~ Woo~ -, u O.l "'-~"'"lu ~\)\Q..\.A l ~ ~.) 
Wooooooooooooooosh! ( w~~~ ~. l M ~\..~~ \ 

~ \oe>~), 
Man, Hollywood~d"Yl lotmore beautiful from'the 'lop ofthe Sign than it did~ 

duWU tSet~heR ) 'Ott 'WCf'C ;!;!P_ close and person~ .. then again, everything looked be~r from a 
Q.\,c...x\i 

distance, just like Adonis' face, but no need to go into that. The impending darkness oftlre night· 
~~'t, ·<?:ro "~o ~~O..\ 

gradually turned everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the u y blemishes. The palm trees, 
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~ Jo 
i 1.5 
f s ~ 
-r \.. ~ 

;~ e 
for example, still &<t ltttle saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms a ~ l 
became concealed by shadow, so they didn' t ~ sick and depressed e. And ~ ~ ~ 

v',' . ~\)-MIJ(,'c\ ~,,~,~~ '()e.60 . ~ 6. ~ 
then there were all the bnxht hghts - a-let uftreoli and hhlll<1~-;:hey were tacky, ~ J .;: 
but Adonis ¥i'thought it was better than how pale the town~ the da , ime; with all the ~ J\ "£ 
stucco and gray concrete <lowtt mere, it ~bout as dull as a carnival during the '!i]me , (; ;-: 

*z3 ( -htturs. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything (§B)~ more pale and ~ _,g 

sickly but-like everything else-also ebetter at night, glowing orange and purple from all ~1 i 
the city' s light pollution. 

In fact, Adonis u~y preferred~ot e~ ~Hollywood (or the outside world in 

general) during the daytime ~ which is partially why - over the years - he adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so t~he slept during the peak of the day and was up ba~y all night. ef' 

eo~e,lhere were other reasons why he slept all day. The town (and the world in general) was 

. ~ ~ ~h,~b . L l ffi 1 . I . d . l R a]' qmeter 1:1mwg t e A1~U1Rl~ tt0Y~- ess tra 1c, ess screaming, ess m ustry gossip, ess e 1ty 

TV - overall, less \¥te noise. And then, ef eottl"!e, the other ob../>bus big reason was tl\\t he 

s\Q..<:'\~~ ~~ ... "ti~"<'"~~ . 
could walk around without too many people leeking at him, seeing his face, pointing and stmmg. 

Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as-weH: He'd be remiss if he didn't 

acknowledge that one. 

~ °'~ c..; Oti, and it was coole1 at night. .. Hnteh, fftl:leh coo•ei:. 
Cl :"l>~ 

L j-:r-
But, yes, overall, the night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the world .. ~ -~ 

1:!)\:l .:0 
~~ look better and it made Adonis FEEL better. He felt better about Hollywood and the world when 
~ 

it was night. It was a reality he preferred to be a part of. It was the reality he wanted to trick 

himself into thinking existed ... 
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But, of course, he knew this reality - the nighttime reality - was a deceiving reality, a - - -
false rel_!!Y. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes that there were sick palm trees and 

yellowing stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also 

knew that the pretty neon lights mainly served as a distraction to divert people's attention away 

from all the horrible things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there 

plain and simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-hangings, drug-overdoses and 

God-knows-what-else. But that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to 

do with the entertainment business. Because "the industry" was another story. The intense 

desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior ai:ia aetieas; most 

of which were to~y legal but were pr:~ly more ugly than anything that could ac(\(ally ~a~ 

somebody in~ jail. 

Take that "Lonely Bachelor" reality-TV show, for example - all the sick and disgusting 

values that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month-

long TV series where a group of men camf1@le-agaiasi ~d backstab each other, reducing the 

woman they'tov~to a game show prize, telling the world that they' re out looking for love when 

they're really just trying to get famous, hoping that they can take that small seed of fam~Mnt 

plant it]and water it and maybe, just maybe~'~althy long-tenn career in show business.cettkl I 
:I,...~ ~'c\\.":> \\( ~'(\e\..) '$\~C\\~\.C~ • 

grow jnt0 sgmetftiAS beautif.Vl. ~~~ ~~ C\. b a, \6 \ o !.. \~ ti." \\ ~ 
t.\.\0\ o~ lr'1f<',A. o <" tlt6\l'o'-Jo()'b ~~~ 

God, that show REALLY made Adonis' soul w t to puke. we.·'~ (1'f'\ \C'\.~ y d- n6-\\n'-lf\"o 

Quick Description of Story (<150 words): A was ed-up child-star has grown into a M-45 "'4PP~n-e6 
psychotic man and he's roaming around the Hollywood H lls, melting movie stars' faces with a 

blowtorch and ruining their careers ... 
~ '"'('\· 

\.. '1" ~f)'\~ 
" \V.. lt \ 

~Q, o" 0 ,,, <:-
~~ \j·~· 

&] 
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Adonis White used to be one of Hollywood's biggest child stars, practically on the same 

level as Shirley Temple. But one day there was an accident on a movie set - a stunt gone sour -

and his face got burned in a fire. With his cute looks gone, his career died overnight and the 

public forgot he ever existed. 

Flash-forward many years later and now Adonis is a grown, borderline-psychotic man. 

Years of living in near isolation- locked away within the confines of a spooky Hollywood Hills 

mansion - has made him snap. Now he's on a blowtorching spree, going around the Hills, 

burning celebrities' faces off with a blowtorch and destroying their careers in movies/TV. As 

twisted and delusional as he may be, Adonis sees himself as a new kind of superhero, making a 

statement about the conditional love that pervades Hollywood. Without a nice face and a good 

image, he says a person in Hollywood has no value. Only once the shallow outer beauty is 

destroyed can a person actually discover real beauty, their true value and find unconditional love. 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BlOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 
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\Voooooooooooooosh! 

The sky was turning violet, which meant it was an OK time for Adonis to venture out into 

the outside world and feel relatively comfortable. There was still some daylight, but it was dark 

enough for his face to appear in shadow from any distant onlooker. Of course, it helped that he 

was wearing his black denims, black boots, a black T-shirt and also his faded purple Lakcrs hat 

with the brim low to his face, casting even more shadow over the majority of the scarring. If he 

was seen, it wouldn't have been a big deal, but-after years of stares- he'd rather not feel any 

more pain. He'd rather just blend into the darkness and pretend that his face was like everybody 

else's. 

Wooooooooooooooosh! 

G e hugged his leather case tight into his inner annpit while he hiked through the , .,,. ..n 'h' Q 

remaining clumps of chaparral lllld dusty, yellow s~S::~ he gripped the familiar metal rung / "(f' "' ...,. 
that he-ootked-was-aetually-5tarting-to-geH1lstyhad begun to rust, and then he climbed his way 

up the giant, metallic Jetter. The wind became much stronger as he got higher up in altitude; the 

Pacific Ocean brce7.e seemed unusually strong this particular evening.-. lbut4hen he realized that 

it was Santa Ana season and it wasn't a breeze from the ocean he was feeling, but the angry 

winds from the desert. 

He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather case. and took a scat, 

has.Kia~ nestling himselfinsidc the letter's inner elbow. He had only been sitting on this 

particular letter for about a year now; before that, he W-OUld-ha~iHnsidehad frequented the 

very first 0. However, he.:£-TTl()ved from the 0 to the L when a bench was-b.l!.d hccn built into the 

horizontal part of the latter letter, se-thul-fl:-wasmaking it easier to take a seat, jWith the approval 
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----m::; pe+ pce~1e 
of the Hollywood Sign Trust. a production company built the bench it~to film a scene from 

some hot Reality TV show called "The Lonely Bachelor,'. Adonis hadn't seen the actual show, 

but he haEI seenhc'd caught a clip from it replayed on the Inside Enlcrtainment News Network 

\\hich Mother always watched. It was a great big production shot from all sorts of angles, 

including a helicopter camera flying over Mount Lee. There was some guy named Rod or Grant 

or Blake - something like that- and a girl named Brittany who spoke like she:-hadjust sucked in 

a balloon-full of helium. They were sitting right on the 'L' shoring stories about what it was like 

when they first came to Hollywood. Then they congratulated each other for being brave enough 

to follow their dreams. ending anti the~· eniJea the scene with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. 

The whole thing made Adonis' soul want to vomit,, and the first time he sat on the 'L', he made 

sun: to bring i;e~antiscptic spray and some rags and he washed olTthe bench before he sat, just 

so he wouldn't get 11ny gcmIS from those Reality TV slugs. 

In fact, the only good thing lo come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on 

the Sign, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to sit and gaze down to a town 

that he hated because it had done nothing but chew him up and spit him out, but he still somehow 

loved i1_11t the same time. He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he was going to. He 

had the ultimate plan ... 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

Man, Hollywood seemed a lot more beautiful from the top of the Sign than it did from 

down there, when you were up close and personaL.then again, everything looked better from a 

distance, just like Adonis' face, but no need to go into that The impending darkness of the night 

gradually turned everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the ugly blemishes. The palm trees, 
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for example, still looked a little saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms 

became concealed by shadow, so they didn't look as sick and depressed as in the daytime. And 

then there were all the bright lights - a lot or neon and blinking ones. They were kind of tacky, 

but Adonis still thought il was better than how pale the town looked in the daytime; with all the 

stucco and gray concrete down there, it looked about as dull as a carnival during the daytime 

hours. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything look even more pale and 

sickly but - like everything else - also looked better al night, glowing orange and purple from all 

the city's light pollution. 

In fact, Adonis usually prcforred !J!_not even look at Hollywood (or the outside world in 

general) during the daytime hours, which is partially why - over the years -=- he)J adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so that he slept during the peak or the day and was up basically all nighL Of 

course, there were other n:8SOflS why he slept all day. The town (and the world in general) was 

quieter during the nighttime hours - Jess traffic, less screaming, less industry gossip, less Reality 

TV - overall, less white noise. And then, of course, the other obvious big reason was that he 

could walk around without too many people looking et him, seeing his face, pointing and staring. 

Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as well. He'd be remiss ifhe didn't 

acknowledge that one. 

Oh, and it was cooler at night. .. mueh, much cooler. 

llHI~ yes, overall, the night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the 

world look better and it made Adonis FEEL better. He-felt-better-aboul-J.lotlywood-and4~.Jd -QI LJQ J ~ ~ 
·.~ht!R ii " •titi ni~ht It was a reality he prcrerred to be a part of. It was the reality he wanted to 

trick himselfinlo thinking existed ... 
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But, of course, he knew this reality - the nighttime reality - was a deceiving reality, a 

false reality. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes that there were sick palm trees and 

yellowing stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also 

knew that the pretty neon lights mainly served as a distraction to divert people's attention away 

from all the horrible things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there 

plain and simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-hangings, drug-overdoses and 

God-knows-what-else. But that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to 

do w;1h Ibo onrertruo"""I 00s;...,. """""""!he ;......,.· w"' '"°""" "°'l'0• ;"'"""' j <Jo~ 
desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior and actio~ 
ofwhieh were totally legal but were probably more ugly than anything that could actually put 

somebody into jail. 

Talce that "Lonely Bachelor" reality-TV show, for example - all the sick and disgusting 

values that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month-

long 1V series where a group of men compete against and backstab each other, reducing the 

woman they love to a game show prize, telling the world that they're out looking for love when 

they're really just trying to gel famous, hoping that they can talce that smnll sc:cd of fame and 

plant it and water it and maybe, just maybe, a healthy Jong-term career in show business could 

grow into something beautiful. 

God, that show REALLY made Adonis' soul want to puke. 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 

ADONIS t.J. 
~ 

/ · 
Woooooooooooooosh! 

/ 
The sky was turning violet, which meant it was an c:>K time for Adonis to venture out into 

~ )yrf' ___ t_h_e_o_ut_s_id_e_\:_vo_r_ld_an_d_f4=s.._=e=lr:::e:::la=ti:=1--::::ie~ly_5.._o_m_£_o_rt_ab_le. There was still some daylight, but it was dark 

~.ill\ r, ____ en_o_u_g_h_~_or_h_~_s_ra_::;.s appear in sha?ow from any distant onlooker. Of course, it helped that he 

was wearing his black denims, black boots, a black T-shi~d also his faded purple Lakers hat 

with the brim low to his face, casting even more shadow over the majority of the scarring. Ifhe k~ ,tnf 
=:._---

was seen, it wouldn't have been a big deal, but - after years of stares - he'd rather not feel any 

more pain. He'd rather just blend into the darkness and pretend that his face was like everybody ,__...__ ( ---- ........ 

else's. 

Wooooooooooooooosh! 
IA~' 

He hugged his leather case tight into his iftn(r armpit while he hiked through the 

remaining clumps of chaparral and dustyV ellow silt. Soon, he gripped the familiar metal rung 

h that he noticed was aettutll~starting to get rusty and then bl"climbed his way up the giant, 

ff,';: ~etallic~e wind became much stronger as he got higher up io allit•Eif; the Pacific Ocean 

breeze seemed unusually strong this particular evening, but then he realized that it was Santa 

Ana seaso~ it wasn't a breeze from the ocean he was feeling, but the angry winds from the 

desert. V 

· -~,~t 

He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather ca@ d took a seat, 

!ws;icn~nestling himself inside the letter's inner elbow. He had only been sitting on this 

particular letter for about a year now; before that, he would have been inside the very first 0. 

5°0-w.LO N. b I.( .. If L 
However, he moved from the 0 ~whe,J\ bench '~ QYHt into the horizontal part of the ~? 

Jarter 1eHcf, so that it was easier to take a sea~With the approval of the Hollywood Sign Trust, a ./; 

- yov.. i.-?t liL "'""rn.!w- 11-f' t ...,(,~I') Mvds 1 f,•t... ttdlt(,v/, ~ / 'f4t'" ~ 
f.vw.},(.~ fkff11)vt ~ Paget of5 

~ ?._ f!'5 7.e"' ,"Vt ,. -Adon l( v '~ ( 
_ lfk o1c._,~v1'pf.'IP1t. ~~ h,vrl/y/ir, 

1 
bvi-T :1 v~lly k'k fh.'0. 
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production companb:{ the bench in order to film a scene from ~ hot f..eality TV show 

called "The Lonely Bachelor". Adonis hadn't seen the actual show, but he had seen a clip from it 

J-Lt 
replayed on the Inside Entertainment News Networr Mother always watched. It was a great big 

\f!producti~t from all sorts of angles, including fl.elicopter camera flying over Mount Lee. 

~ .iJ-t.t '-(tiere w~me guy named Rod or Grant or Blake -something like th:;;and a girl named 

Brittany who spoke like she had just sucked in a balloont\ of helium. They were sitting right 

on the '~aring stories about what it was like when they first came to Hollywood. Then they 

congrat};./ed each other for being brave enough to follow their dre"'f!Jd ~ded the scene 

with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. The whole thing made Adonis:SSo~t to vom:;;d the 

first time he sat on the 'L', he made sure to bring some antiseptic spray and some rags and ~ 

wash~ffthe bench before he sat, just so he wouldn't get any genns from those / eality TV 

slugs. 

In fact, the only good thing to come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on 
~ r;vv1 

the Sign, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to sit and gaze down to a town 
I\ 

that he hat~eif had done nothing but chew him up and spit him out, but he still somehow 
i-\" v \.. _,/ 

loved at the same time. He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he was going to. He 

had ~e ultimate pl&. 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

Man, Hplly~ood seemed a lot more beautiful from the top of the Sign than it did from 

VVW{J· £;1r., 
down there when you were up close and perso.~.en again, everything looked better from a 

-}(~""'\' distance,j~_e_A~d-on_i-~ce, but no need to go into that. The impending darkness of the night 

- - ..... g-r~aa::r:u::-:a:'Tllr:'.y~t-.:'.umed everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the ugly blemishes. The palm trees, 
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~ still looked a little saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms / 

became concealed by shadow, so they didn't look as sick and depressed as in the daytime. And 

then there were all the bright lights - a lot of neon and blinking ones. They were kind of tacky, 

but Adonis still thought it was better than how pale the town looked in the daytirf}I' all the 

stucco and gray concrete down there, it looked about as dull as a carnival during ~aytime 

-heBl:s. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything look even more pale and 

sicke ut - like everything else - also looked better at night, glowing orange and purple from all 

the city's light pollution. / -b __... 
In fact, Adonis immttY preferred not even look at Hollywood'1,or the outside world in 

-- (\ Vk-' ~1 
genera)\ during the daytime hett(s, which ~partially why - over the years - h~adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so that he slept during the peak of the day and was up basically all night. Of 

course, there were other reasons why he slept all day. The to~d the world in genef!):s 

quieter during the nighttime hours - less traffic, less screamin~ss industry gossip, less ~lity 
TV - overall, less white noise. Afie theR, efeo~e other obvious big reason was that he 

could walk around without too many people looking at him, seeing his face, pointing an~staring. _:lh/., r 
Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as : 11. He'~emiss if he didn't 

acknowledge that one. ,j" 1".t"T"v "% \ OV' R i.rvb ,' tn,if? 

Oh, and it was cooler at night.. .much, much cooler. 

Bwt, ~es, ewrtttt_, l e night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the world 

look bet~d it made Adonis FEEL better. He felt better about Hollywood and the world when 

it was night. It was a reality ~eferred to be a part of. It was the reality he wanted to trick 

himself into thinking exist~ 
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But, of course, he knew this reality - the nighttime reality - was a deceiving reality, a 

false reality. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes ~re were sick palm trees and 
,;L-

yellowing stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also 

knew that the pretty neon lights~ served as a distraction to divert people's attention away 

from all the horrible things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there 

plain and simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-hangings, drug-overdos~d 
God-knows-what-else~ut that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to 

do with the entertainment business. Because "the industry" was another story. The intense 

desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior and actions, most 

~·'n~JJ< oft.t.. 
of which were totally Iet/'ut were probably more ugly than anything that could actually put 

somebody into jail. 

Take that "Lonely Bachelor" reality~V show, for example - all the sick and disgusting 

values that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month-

long TV series where a group of men compete against and backstab each other, reducing the 

~' I/ 
woman they love to a game show prize, telling the world that they're out looking for love when 

they're~ just trying to get famous, hoping that they can take that small seed of fame and 

plant it and water it and maybe, just maybe, a healthy long-term career in show business could 

grow into something beautiful. ~ 

~ i at show~ made Adonisjsoul want to puke. 

Quick Description of Story (<150 words): A washed-up child-star has grown into a 

psychotic man and he's roaming around the Hollywood Hills, melting movie stars' faces with a 

blowtorch and ruining their careers ... 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 
ADONIS 

Adonis White used to be one of Hollywood's biggest child stars, practically on the same 

level as Shirley Temple. But one day there was an accident on a movie set - a stunt gone sour -

and his face got burned in a fire. With his cute looks gone, his career died overnight and the 

public forgot he ever existed. 

Flash-forward many years later and now Adonis is a grown, borderline-psychotic man. 

Years ofliving in near isolation - locked away within the confines of a spooky Hollywood Hills 

mansion - has made him snap. Now he's on a blowtorching spree, going around the Hills, 

burning celebrities' faces off with a blowtorch and destroying their careers in moviesffV. As 

twisted and delusional as he may be, Adonis sees himself as a new kind of superhero, making a 

statement about the conditional love that pervades Hollywood. Without a nice face and a good 

image, he says a person in Hollywood has no value. Only once the shallow outer beauty is 

destroyed can a person actually discover real beauty, their true value and find unconditional love. 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 

-4.f..ONIS 

\j~J2 

My first impression with the first couple of paragraphs, was a good one. I was 

ready for a deranged individual doing all sorts of evil things. As the piece went along, 

the action expectation disappeared and the internal monologue took over. There went 

all my anticipation, resulting in listening to a long diatribe, (a kind of whining) against 

all that is Hollywood. If there is to be a hero, we need to see some kind of heroism, even 

if it is a negative action. I feel the piece has potential and after some serious editing, 

Umiting the whining about how awful the place is, and we get on with the revenge, or 

whatever, the motion of the work will pick up. 

There is a real sense of good writing here, but it needs to focus more on the 

action as opposed to the anger or, I think, envy of all who aren't deformed. If he/she, I'm 

not sure which at this point, were successful and beautiful/handsome, we have to 

wonder if our hero would look upon the place and the people in it as severely. 

Thus, to keep the plot moving, we, the reader, have to be convinced that the hero 

is not totally deranged, but is a character who might gamer our sympathies, i.e . 

Frankenstein's monster or Quasimoto in The Hunchback of Notre Dame. 

In order for the reader to become absorbed in the story he/she must understand 

the pain the main character feels in his/her disfigurement. As this segment reads, we are 

told the main character in miserable. We have to feel the misery. 

\Voooooooooooooosh! 

The sky was turning violet, which meant it was an OK time for Adonis to venture out into 

the outside world and feel relatively comfortable. There was still some daylight, but it was dark 

enough for his face to appear in shadow from any distant onlooker. Of course, it helped that he 
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EPISODE 17: DYSTOPIAN NOVEL EXCERPT - BLOWTORTURE: THE TRAGEDY OF 
ADONIS 

was wearing his black denims, black boots, a black T-shirt and also his faded purple Lakers hat 

with the brim low to his face, casting even more shadow over the majority of the scarring. Ifhe 

was seen, it wouldn't have been a big deal, but - after years of stares - he'd rather not feel any 

more pain. He'd rather just blend into the darkness and pretend that his face was like everybody 

else's. 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

He hugged his leather case tight into his inner armpit while he hiked through the 

remaining clumps of chaparral and dusty, yellow silt. Soon, he gripped the familiar metal rung 

that he noticed was actually starting to get rusty and then he climbed his way up the giant, 

metallic letter. The wind became much stronger as he got higher up in altitude; the Pacific Ocean 

breeze seemed unusually strong this particular evening, but then he realized that it was Santa Ana 

season and it wasn't a breeze from the ocean he was feeling, but the angry winds from the desert. 

He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather case and took a seat, 

basically nestling himself inside the letter's inner elbow. He had only been sitting on this 

particular letter for about a year now; before that, he would have been inside the very first 0. 

However, he moved from the 0 to the L when a bench was built into the horizontal part of the 

latter letter, so that it was easier to take a seat. \Vith the approval of the Hollywood Sign Trust, a 

production company built the bench in order to film a scene from some hot Reality TV show 

called "The Lonely Bachelor". Adonis hadn't seen the actual show, but he had seen a clip from it 

replayed on the Inside Entertainment News Network Mother always watched. It was a great big 

production shot from all sorts of angles, including a helicopter camera flying over Mount Lee. 
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There was some guy named Rod or Grant or Blake - something like that - and a girl named 

Brittany who spoke like she had just sucked in a balloon-full of helium. They were sitting right 

on the 'L' sharing stories about what it was like when they first came to Hollywood. Then they 

congratulated each other for being brave enough to follow their dreams and they ended the scene 

with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. The whole thing made Adonis' soul want to vomit and the 

first time he sat on the 'L'. he made sure to bring some antiseptic spray and some rags and he 

washed off the bench before he sat, just so he wouldn't get any genns from those Reality TV 

slugs. 

In fact, the only good thing to come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on 

the Sign, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to sit and gaze down to a town 

that he hated because it had done nothing but chew him up and spit him out, but he still somehow 

loved at the same time. He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he was going to. He 

had the ultimate plan ... 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

Man, Hollywood seemed a lot more beautiful from the top of the Sign than it did from 

down there when you were up close and personal. .. then again, everything looked better from a 

distance, just like Adonis' face, but no need to go into that. The impending darkness of the night 

gradually turned everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the ugly blemishes. The palm trees, 

for example, still looked a little saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms 

became concealed by shadow, so they didn' t look as sick and depressed as in the daytime. And 

then there were all the bright lights - a lot of neon and blinking ones. They were kind of tacky, 
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but Adonis still thought it was better than how pale the town looked in the daytime; with all the 

stucco and gray concrete down there, it looked about as dull as a carnival during the daytime 

hours. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything look even more pale and 

sickly but - like everything else - also looked better at night, glowing orange and purple from all 

the city's light pollution. 

In fact, Adonis usually preferred not even look at Hollywood (or the outside world in 

general) during the daytime hours, which is partially why - over the years - he adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so that he slept during the peak of the day and was up basically all night. Of 

course, there were other reasons why he slept all day. The town (and the world in general) was 

qui~ during the nighttime hours - less traffic, less screaming, less industry gossip, less Reality 
~\ 

\~!(<I -overall, less white noise. And then, of course, the other obvious big reason was that he 

~-," v could walk around without too many people looking at him, seeing his face, pointing and staring. 

( Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as well. He'd be remiss if he didn't 

acknowledge that one. 

' t Oh, and it was cooler at night... much, much cooler. 

~ ::,. \\\"I\\~ Bu~ yes, overall, the night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the world 

\ \/ 9 ~ook better and it made Adonis FEEL better. He felt better about Hollywood and the world when 

~ , O ~~ night. It was a reality he preferred to be a part of. 1 t was the reality he wanted to trick 

Y \ lti~~~lf into thinking existed ... 

\ jJ .o \) Bu~ of course, he knew this reality - the nighttime reality - was a deceiving reality, a false 

~}' \ 'j1ity. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes that there were sick palm trees and yellowing 
,, 
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stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also knew that 

the pretty neon lights mainly served as a distraction to divert people's attention away from all the 

homble things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there plain and 

simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-hangings, drug-overdoses and God

~~~ knows-what-else. But that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to do 
~\ '\\ \\ \l / [!(with the entertainment business. Because ''the industry" was another story. The intense 

~\"'~ . . 1\ \'desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior and actions, most 

\~~of which were totally legal but were probably more ugly than anything that could actually put 

~Re ~mebody into jail. 

/ ~ T~ that "Lonely Bachelor" reality-TV show, fur example - all the sick and disgusting 

.P i_,J.v~~s that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month

" \) \l \J . long TV series where a group of men compete against and backstab each other, reducing the 

woman they love to a game show prize, telling the world that they're out looking for love when 

they're really just trying to get famous, hoping that they can take that small seed of fame and 

plant it and water it and maybe, just maybe, a healthy long-term career in show business could 

grow into something beautiful. 

God, that show REALLY made Adonis' soul want to puke. 

Quick Description of Story (<150 words): A washed-up child-star has grown into a 

psychotic man and he's roaming around the Hollywood Hills, melting movie stars' faces with a 

blowtorch and ruining their careers ... 
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ADONIS 

Adonis White used to be one of Hollywood's biggest child stars, practically on the same 

level as Shirley Temple. But one day there was an accident on a movie set - a stunt gone sour -

and his face got burned in a fire. With his cute looks gone, his career died overnight and the 

public forgot he ever existed. 

Flash-forward many years later and now Adonis is a grown, borderline-psychotic man. 

Years of living in near isolation - locked away within the confines of a spooky Hollywood Hills 

mansion - has made him snap. Now he1s on a blowtorching spree, going around the Hills, 

burning celebrities' faces off with a blowtorch and destroying their careers in moviesrrv. As 

twisted and delusional as he may be, Adonis sees himself as a new kind of superhero, making a 

statement about the conditional love that pervades Hollywood. Without a nice face and a good 

image, he says a person in Hollywood has no value. Only once the shallow outer beauty is 

destroyed can a person actually discover real beauty, their true value and find unconditional love. 
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L.J.,,.,w 0 L-~ , s 1~ fl -r -n...c s. -r ~ rz, -f · 
r:r:~ -(~ s --(1.¥<l ~vc \\I rJ r tJ tr'( Qs #vi1: /-.,; s r;;rf r.~ _.(/ r ?~ 

1 hi ..,A...,;..,t... (:\'~-;··-~--'1 . ~~ 
\) t--4t 1~ ,.j . Woooooooooooooos . ""'' - 11 \ (_rvAf: .., ~f\f~" 

fi...J The sky was turning violet, which meant it was an OK time for Adonis to venture ~nto 
the outside world and feel relatively comfortable. There was still some daylight, but it was dark - - ~ 

rf \; enough for his face to appear in ~ 1j:tYn1 any distant onlooker. Of cour~e, it helped that he 
}-- ! -~ t~ hr• ,....1 

,. ~d)i. was wearing his black denims, black boots, ab~ T-shi~~is faded purple Lakers hat 
tpv - ~- ..._,., l l\~!~:~.::~~?1 

)J- Ir; -wi• the ~)ow Whis face, casting even more ~over the majority of the scarrjng. If he 
~~ _J,J~~~ ~ 
~~'~,/ was seen, it wouldn't have been a big deal, but- after years of stares- he~feel any .... 
\r 

more pain. He'd rather just blend into the darkness and pretend that his face was like everybody ---
else's. 

Wooooooooooooooosh! 

~ ~"' (:t ~He hugged his leather case tight intdhis J armpit while he hiked through the 
~..u J~ J+ 

remaining clumps of chaparral and dusty, yellow silt. Soon, he gripped the familiar metal rung <;:>!> ~ 

that he noticed was actually starting to get rusty and then he climbed his way up the giant, ~:J-t,,,... 
metallic letter. The wind became much stronger as he got higher up in altitude; the Pacific~ c~-Y(/ . 

,,))_). breeze seemed unusually strong thi' particular vening, but then he realized that it was Santa 

~ Ana season ancHl.>oasn' ta ~ li<>m the eee....l:e was feelin~e angry winds from the 

desert. 

• --~\,J 1J He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather case and took a seat, 

~,/ ' 'J- basically nestling himself inside the letter's jnn .tr' elbow. He had~ this - ~ '* 
1 ~etter for about a year now; before that, he weutdk.~ eeenJnside the very first 0. 

~'0- ~~ 
.y-A f<..t--r b However, he moved from the 0 to the L when a bench was built into the horizontal part of the 

c~ I\ 
~ ?,_:. latter letter, so that it was easier to take a seat. With the approval of the Hollywood Sign Trust, a 
\-.JI · ~ 1 tiO 
J~,., /" <~0 
V ~~V~ . Pagetofs 
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production company built the bench in order to film a scene from some hot Reality TV show 

called "The Lonely Bachelor". Adonis hadn't seen the actual show, but he had seen a clip from it 

~tr~ .. ~ 
~~~ replayed on the Inside Entertainment News Networ~other always watched. It was a great big 

'~ :.:c: ::::~:::~:::gc::;:do:::::~ee. 
~ 

~ ~ Brittany who spoke like she had just sucked in a balloon-full of helium. They were sitting right 
(""\r-

\ 

l 
r-

on the 'L' sharing stories about what it was like when they first came to Hollywood. Then they 

congratulated each other for being brave enough to follow their dreams and they ended the scene 
J rv~-

with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. The whole thing made Adonis' soul want to vomit and the 

first time he sat on the 'L', he made sure to bring some antiseptic spray and some rags and he 

1 <;! ~ washed off the bench before he sat, just so he wouldn't get any germs from those Reality TV 

In fact, the only good thing to come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on 

~ 
the ~ign, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to sit and gaze down fO' a town 

4_1 ll l,c--1-0 ~ ~ 
that he~ate41~e it had ~~he~m up and spit him ou.fit·~t11C~.sm.· &-s<;.m.c::.now 

loved at the same.nmc?.He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he was going to. He 

had the ultimate plan ... 

\Vooooooooooooooosh! 

Man, Hollywood seemed a lot more beautiful from the top of the Sign than it did from 

down there when you were up close and personal ... then again, everything looked better from a 

distance, just like Adonis' fac~hut ne need te go into ~The impending darkness of the night 

gradually turned everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the ugly blemishes. The palm trees, 

~~ 0"1LJ i-r-1-cl 1t 
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for example, still looked a little saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms 

became concealed by shadow, so they didn't look as sick and depressed as in the daytime. And 

/ then there were all the bright lights - a lot of neon and blinking ones. They were kind of tacky, 

t,, ') but Adonis still thought it was better than how pale the town looked in the dayti~ all the 
I 

~,.. stucco and gray concrete down there, it looked about as dull as a carnival during the daytime 

hours. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything look even more pale and 

ickly but - like everything else - also looked better at night, glowing orange and purple from all 

the city's light pollution. G'J 
In fact, Adonis usually preferred not ev~ook at Hollywood (or the outside world in ..,.. "'? 

general) during the ~im~ hours, which is partially why - over the years - he adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so that he slept during the peak of the day and was up basically all night. Of 

course, there were other reasons why he slept all day. The town (and the world in general) was 

quieter during the nighttime hours - less traffic, less screaming, less industry gossip, less Reality 

TV - overall, less white noise. And then, of course, the other obvious big reason was that he 

2

; could walk around without too many people looking at him, seeing his face, pointing and staring. 

o#rf ( Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as well. He'd be remiss ifhe didn't 

'o:Jf' ~knowledge that one. J 
1 

Oh, and it was cooler at night. .. much, much cooler. 

But, yes, overall, the night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the world 
,,,-- -

look better and it made Adonis FEEL better. He felt better about Hollywood and the world when 

it was night. It was a reality he preferred to be a part of. It was the reality he wanted to trick 

himself into thinking existed ... 
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But, of course, he knew this ..,.Ji1y. truol.,ighttim.:X:as a deceiving reality, a 

false reality. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes that there were sick palm trees and 
1 ' -'Zf (Yyellowing stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also 

~ ) J knew that the pretty neon lights mainly served as a distraction to divert people's attention away 
\ - '-1 

~ xa~~ from all the horrible things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there 

\ ~. plain and simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-hangings, drug-overdoses and 

God-knows-what-else. But that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to 

do with the entertainment business. Because "the industry" was another story. The intense 

~ "" desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior and actions, most 

of which were totally legal but were probably ~y than anything that could actually put 
vrf'V 

somebody into jail. 

( 

Take that "Lonely Bachelor" reality-TV show, for example - all the sick and disgusting ~c-4-

values that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month- {'°'). ._,,-
~ r{° long TV series where a group of men compete against and backstab each other, reducing the ~ 

f{- woman they love to a game show prize, telling the world that they're out looking for love when ~\ L~ "" 
they're really just trying to get famous, hoping that they can take that small seed of fame and ~-v;..J-6 r 

plant it and water it and maybe, just maybe, a healthy long-term career in show business could 

grow into something beautiful. 

God, that show REALLY made Adonis' soul want to puke. 

Quick Description of Story (<150 words): A washed-up child-star has grown into a 

psychotic man and he's roaming around the Hollywood Hills, melting movie stars' faces with a 

blowtorch and ruining their careers ... 
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Adonis White used to be one of Hollywood's biggest child stars, practically on the same 

level as Shirley Temple. But one day there was an accident on a movie set - a stunt gone sour -

and his face got burned in a fire. With his cute looks gone, his career died overnight and the 

public forgot he ever existed. 

Flash-forward many years later and now Adonis is a grown, borderline-psychotic man. 

Years of living in near isolation - locked away within the confines of a spooky Hollywood Hills 

mansion - has made him snap. Now he's on a blowtorching spree, going around the Hills, 

burning celebrities' faces off with a blowtorch and destroying their careers in moviesrrv. As 

twisted and delusional as he may be, Adonis sees himself as a new kind of superhero, making a 

statement about the conditional love that pervades Hollywood. Without a nice face and a good 

image, he says a person in Hollywood has no value. Only once the shallow outer beauty is 
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[This really isn't a story, yet. It comes across more as a story sketch, working out how 

this character thinks, the back story, etc. All of this work is important, because you have to know

your characters before you can write your story, but that doesn't necessarily mean is should 

belong in your story, at least not like this.

What I've come to learn, from rejections of my stories, is that you have to grab the reader 

on the first page. You have to make them empathize with your character and become engrossed 

in your character's situation, before the end of that very short first page. It's not easy to do.

Why should we care about this character? What, besides this scarring, which presumably 

he's lived with for years, drives him? If he's about to embark on a murderous rampage, why? 

What triggers him?

Much of what is here may find a place in the story, but what needs to come first is 

something that launches the reader into the story.]

Woooooooooooooosh!

The sky was turning violet, which meant it was an OK time for Adonis to venture out into

the outside world and feel relatively comfortable. There was still some daylight, but it was dark 

enough for his face to appear in shadow from any distant onlooker. Of course, it helped that he 

was wearing his black denims, black boots, a black T-shirt and also his faded purple Lakers hat 

with the brim low to his face, casting even more shadow over the majority of the scarring. If he 

was seen, it wouldn’t have been a big deal, but - after years of stares - he’d rather not feel any 

more pain. He’d rather just blend into the darkness and pretend that his face was like everybody 

else’s.

Wooooooooooooooosh!
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He hugged his leather case tight into his inner armpit while he hiked through the 

remaining clumps of chaparral and dusty, yellow silt. Soon, he gripped the familiar metal rung 

that he noticed was actually starting to get rusty and then he climbed his way up the giant, 

metallic letter. The wind became much stronger as he got higher up in altitude; the Pacific Ocean

breeze seemed unusually strong this particular evening, but then he realized that it was Santa 

Ana season and it wasn’t a breeze from the ocean he was feeling, but the angry winds from the 

desert.

He reached the horizontal part of the first L, set down his leather case and took a seat, 

basically nestling himself inside the letter’s inner elbow. He had only been sitting on this 

particular letter for about a year now; before that, he would have been inside the very first O. 

However, he moved from the O to the L when a bench was built into the horizontal part of the 

latter letter, so that it was easier to take a seat. With the approval of the Hollywood Sign Trust, a 

production company built the bench in order to film a scene from some hot Reality TV show 

called “The Lonely Bachelor”. Adonis hadn’t seen the actual show, but he had seen a clip from it

replayed on the Inside Entertainment News Network Mother always watched. It was a great big 

production shot from all sorts of angles, including a helicopter camera flying over Mount Lee. 

There was some guy named Rod or Grant or Blake - something like that - and a girl named 

Brittany who spoke like she had just sucked in a balloon-full of helium. They were sitting right 

on the ‘L’ sharing stories about what it was like when they first came to Hollywood. Then they 

congratulated each other for being brave enough to follow their dreams and they ended the scene 

with a sloppy kiss with lots of tongue. The whole thing made Adonis’ soul want to vomit and the

first time he sat on the ‘L’, he made sure to bring some antiseptic spray and some rags and he 
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washed off the bench before he sat, just so he wouldn’t get any germs from those Reality TV 

slugs.

In fact, the only good thing to come out of that whole reality TV series was the bench on 

the Sign, which made it a lot easier and comfortable for Adonis to sit and gaze down to a town 

that he hated because it had done nothing but chew him up and spit him out, but he still somehow

loved at the same time. He wanted to make it a better, healthier town. And he was going to. He 

had the ultimate plan…

Wooooooooooooooosh!

Man, Hollywood seemed a lot more beautiful from the top of the Sign than it did from 

down there when you were up close and personal...then again, everything looked better from a 

distance, just like Adonis’ face, but no need to go into that. The impending darkness of the night 

gradually turned everything into a silhouette, hiding most of the ugly blemishes. The palm trees, 

for example, still looked a little saggy and sad, but - towards dusk - their browning palms 

became concealed by shadow, so they didn’t look as sick and depressed as in the daytime. And 

then there were all the bright lights - a lot of neon and blinking ones. They were kind of tacky, 

but Adonis still thought it was better than how pale the town looked in the daytime; with all the 

stucco and gray concrete down there, it looked about as dull as a carnival during the daytime 

hours. And then, of course, there was the smog, which made everything look even more pale and

sickly but – like everything else – also looked better at night, glowing orange and purple from all

the city’s light pollution.

In fact, Adonis usually preferred not even look at Hollywood (or the outside world in 

general) during the daytime hours, which is partially why - over the years - he adjusted his 

sleeping schedule so that he slept during the peak of the day and was up basically all night. Of 
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course, there were other reasons why he slept all day. The town (and the world in general) was 

quieter during the nighttime hours - less traffic, less screaming, less industry gossip, less Reality 

TV - overall, less white noise. And then, of course, the other obvious big reason was that he 

could walk around without too many people looking at him, seeing his face, pointing and staring.

Yeah, that was a pretty big reason why he liked the night as well. He’d be remiss if he didn’t 

acknowledge that one. 

Oh, and it was cooler at night…much, much cooler.

But, yes, overall, the night was just better. It made the town look better, it made the world

look better and it made Adonis FEEL better. He felt better about Hollywood and the world when 

it was night. It was a reality he preferred to be a part of. It was the reality he wanted to trick 

himself into thinking existed...

But, of course, he knew this reality - the nighttime reality - was a deceiving reality, a 

false reality. He knew that behind the violet silhouettes that there were sick palm trees and 

yellowing stucco and pale concrete and an overall gray town with a jaundiced hue to it. He also 

knew that the pretty neon lights mainly served as a distraction to divert people’s attention away 

from all the horrible things that were going on around them. There was a Babylon down there 

plain and simple, with murders, suicides, beatings, rapings, gang-bangings, drug-overdoses and 

God-knows-what-else. But that was just the town itself, the part of the town that had nothing to 

do with the entertainment business. Because “the industry” was another story. The intense 

desperation of millions of people gave birth to all sorts of abhorrent behavior and actions, most 

of which were totally legal but were probably more ugly than anything that could actually put 

somebody into jail.
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Take that “Lonely Bachelor” reality-TV show, for example - all the sick and disgusting 

values that it polluted the culture with. Reducing the sacred act of falling in love to a two-month-

long TV series where a group of men compete against and backstab each other, reducing the 

woman they love to a game show prize, telling the world that they’re out looking for love when 

they’re really just trying to get famous, hoping that they can take that small seed of fame and 

plant it and water it and maybe, just maybe, a healthy long-term career in show business could 

grow into something beautiful.

God, that show REALLY made Adonis’ soul want to puke.

Quick Description of Story (<150 words): A washed-up child-star has grown into a 

psychotic man and he’s roaming around the Hollywood Hills, melting movie stars’ faces with a 

blowtorch and ruining their careers...

...

Adonis White used to be one of Hollywood's biggest child stars, practically on the same 

level as Shirley Temple. But one day there was an accident on a movie set - a stunt gone sour - 

and his face got burned in a fire. With his cute looks gone, his career died overnight and the 

public forgot he ever existed.

Flash-forward many years later and now Adonis is a grown, borderline-psychotic man. 

Years of living in near isolation - locked away within the confines of a spooky Hollywood Hills 

mansion - has made him snap. Now he's on a blowtorching spree, going around the Hills, 

burning celebrities' faces off with a blowtorch and destroying their careers in movies/TV. As 

twisted and delusional as he may be, Adonis sees himself as a new kind of superhero, making a 

statement about the conditional love that pervades Hollywood. Without a nice face and a good 
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image, he says a person in Hollywood has no value. Only once the shallow outer beauty is 

destroyed can a person actually discover real beauty, their true value and find unconditional love.
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